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Abstract: The research aims to identifying the effect of using the two methods of training: the unified direction
training and the multi direction training on the special physical abilities (the muscular power of the two arms
and the two legs - stationary balance - dynamic balance - fitness - flexibility of trunk and hip) and the level of
performance of the floor inter exercises in the gymnastics sport. Also identifying the differences between the
effect of the two approaches (the unified and the multi) on the muscular power of the two arms and the two legs
- stationary balance - dynamic balance - fitness - flexibility of trunk and hip and the level of performance of the
floor inter exercises in the gymnastics sport. The researcher used the experimental approach on a sample of
thirty  female  students.  Results  showed  that  there  are  statistical  significant differences between the two
post-  measurements  for  the  two  experimental  groups:  the first experimental (the unified direction training)
and the second experimental (the multi direction training) in the special physical abilities (under consideration)
and  the  level  of  performing the floor inter exercises in gymnastic in favor of the second experimental group.
The members of the second experimental group (the multi direction training) exceeded the members of the first
experimental group (the unified direction training) in the ratios of improvement of the post- measurement than
the pre-measurement in the special physical abilities (under consideration) and the level of performing the floor
inter exercises in gymnastics.
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INTRODUCTION should  the  development  of  several   physical  qualities

The training dose is considered the main unit of dosage and they are the training dosages that have more
forming the training program and it is a group of different than one objective with the purpose of developing more
exercises that are shaped in the form of training loads the than one physical quality or ability in the same training
athlete carries out in certain timing. There are two types of dosage.
training dosages according to the direction of the effect The floor exercises apparatus is one of the basic
of the training. They are: (1) Unified training dosage (2) equipments in gymnastics on which the trainer depends
Multi directional training dosage. as a start to preparing players from physical,

In  the  unified  direction training, the targeted effect psychological and technical aspect. Some specialists in
is the  development  of  one  physical  characteristic so gymnastics sport think that the most important physical
that all  used  exercises  aim at developing this qualities of gymnastics sport is the muscular power,
characteristic. As for the multi direction training dosage, ability, speed, flexibility, fitness, balance and affording
is such that the one training dosage includes the force. Also, the physical tests to selecting gymnastics
development of several physical characteristics at the players focus on the previous physical qualities which
same time and in the framework of the same training emphasizes the association of these qualities with the
dosage. In the multi direction training, the one dosage nature of the performance in the gymnastics sport.

at  the  same  time  and in the framework of the same
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Through teaching the gymnastics subject to the Research Hypotheses:
fourth year students, gymnastics major, Faculty of
Physical Education for Girls - Zagazig University, the C There are statistical significant differences between
researcher has noted the obvious lacking, in the part of the averages of the pre and post- measurements for
the students, of the physical qualities, which affects the the first experimental group (the unified training) and
level of technical performance on the gymnastics devices the second experimental group (the multi directional
in general and the floor exercises apparatus in particular. training) in the special physical abilities (subject of
This is manifested in the slowness of students in the study) and the level of performing the floor inter
process of motor learning, their performance disturbance exercises in gymnastics in favor of the post
of the motor skills and being not able to associate these measurement.
skills together in the form of a motor expression. Usually, C There are statistical significant differences between
the performance of the floor gymnastics skills of the the averages of the two post- measurements for the
female student, even the distinguished ones among them, first experimental group (the unified training) and the
appears in a stiff form, way far from the aesthetic second experimental group (the multi direction
performance and the kinetic flow and all that remarks the training) in the special physical abilities (subject of
artistic elegant performance of the gymnastics skills. study) and the level of performing the floor inter

Through seeing many scholarly references on the exercises in gymnastics in favor of the second
part of the researcher, reconnaissance of the opinions of experimental group.
the experts in the gymnastics sport, she found that the
most important physical abilities pertaining to the floor MATERIALS AND METHODS
exercises apparatus are muscular power of the two arms
and the two legs; stationary balance; dynamic balance; The researcher has used the experimental
fitness and flexibility of trunk and hip, in addition to the methodology by using the pre and post- measurements
non existence of any study dealing with this trend in the for two experimental groups.
field of gymnastics sport, which lead the researcher to
deal with this study in a scientific empirical method. Research Sample and Population: The population of the
Therefore, this study is considered a serious scientific research represents the 4  year female students, major:
attempt aims at studying the effect of using the two gymnastics, at the Faculty of Physical Education for Girls,
methods of training: the one-way and the multi direction, Zagazig University in the first semester of the academic
on some of the special physical abilities (the muscular year 2011/2012, totaling thirty female students, upon
power of the two arms and the two legs - stationary excluding a number of ten female students who are
balance - dynamic balance - fitness - flexibility of trunk participating in the exploratory study. The researcher has
and hip) and the level of performance of the inter floor chosen the sample of the research by the intentional
exercises for the fourth year female students, major: method totaling twenty female students with a percentage
gymnastics,  at  the Faculty of Physical Education for of 66.67% from the population of the research. The basic
Girls- Zagazig University. sample of the research was divided into two experimental

Research Objectives: The research aims at identifying: (1) training)  and   the   second   experimental   group  used
The effect of using the two methods of training: the (the multi directional training), the total of each of them
unified direction training and the multi direction training, was ten female students.
on the special physical abilities (the muscular power of The researcher made the equivalence between the
the two arms and the two legs - stationary balance - two  experimental  groups:  The first experimental group
dynamic  balance -  fitness - flexibility of trunk and hip) (the unified training) and the second experimental group
and the level of performance of the floor inter exercises in (the multi directional training) in the growth; physical and
the gymnastics sport. (2) The differences between the artistic variables, for which the moderateness of the
effect of the two approaches (the unified and the multi) on distribution of the members of the sample of the research
(the muscular power of the two arms and the two legs - has been calculated in it and Table 1 shows this.
stationary balance - dynamic balance - fitness - flexibility It is clear from Table 1 the non-existence of statistical
of trunk and hip) and the level of performance of the floor significant differences at 0.05 level between the two
inter exercises in the gymnastics sport. experimental  groups  the  first  and the second in the rates

th

groups. The first experimental group used (the unified
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Table 1: The Significance of the Differences between the First and Second Experimental Groups under Consideration

First experimental group N=10 Second experimental group N=10
---------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------

Variables Unit Mean Variance Mean Variance T-stat

Age Year 21.40 0.83 21.25 0.76 0.49
Height Cm 169.00 3.42 169.50 4.11 0.35
Weight Kg 62.50 3.98 63.75 3.86 0.84
Arms power Meter 4.10 0.42 4.20 0.35 0.67
Vertical legs power Cm 32.50 3.19 33.00 3.42 0.40
Horizontal legs power Meter 1.60 0.15 1.65 0.20 0.71
Stationary balance Second 72.95 5.83 73.81 6.15 0.38
Dynamic balance Second 58.62 4.01 57.39 4.79 0.74
Agility Second 9.63 0.84 9.51 0.71 0.41
Trunk and `thigh flexibility Cm 7.00 2.41 7.30 2.63 0.31
Artistic level Degree 6.20 1.03 6.47 1.00 0.70

* Significantly different at p<.05 = 2.101

of growth and the physical variables under consideration C The consideration of gradualism or progression in
and the level of performing the floor inter exercises in the load of training from the easy to the difficult. 
gymnastics, which indicates the equivalence of the two C The consideration of the wave-like loading principle
groups of the research in these variables. throughout the stages of the training program.

Tools of Collecting Data: sustainability in training.

The Physical Tests under Consideration experimental groups should be realistic and

C The  test  of  pushing  a medical ball weighting (3 kg) female students.
to the farthest distance C Determining the tasks of the daily training unit, as the

C The test of vertical jumping unit may have one objective and this becomes clear
C The test of wide jumping from the stationary position in the unit of the group of the unified direction and it
C The test of walking on the balance beam may have more than one objective and this is clear in
C The test of standing longitudinally by foot on a beam the group of the multi direction.
C The test of zigzag running as per Baru’s method C All the contents of the training unit are to contribute
C The test of trunk forward flexion to achieve its objectives including the warm-up and

Evaluation of the Performance Level on the Floor C The appropriateness of the load cycle that is used for
Exercises Apparatus: The level of performance on the the abilities of the female students and it is the load
floor exercises apparatus has been evaluated by using the cycle (1:1).
method of jurors by four umpires from the faculty C The availability of the factor of safety and security
members in the division of gymnastics department at the with the possibility of using the various training
faculty. Each umpire would give one mark to the student, methods and the means that help to improve the
then crossing off the highest and lowest two marks and physical abilities and the level of performing the floor
the score is calculated from the average of two middle inter exercises in gymnastics. 
marks. The evaluation of skills has been made from ten C Providing the element of excitement for the used
degrees. exercises through its variety

The Suggested Training Program: Designing the Suggested Training Program: The

Bases of Establishing the Suggested Training Program unified in all parts of the two experimental groups as to

C The appropriateness of the program content to the training load), but be different only in the physical aspect.
abilities of the members of the research sample. Inside  the  physical  aspect   itself,   the   two   groups  are

C Applying the principle of continuation or

C The goals that are set for each group of the two

appropriate to the abilities and capabilities of the

closing. 

researcher considered that the program be fixed and

(the duration and stages of the training program - the
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similar in the duration of the physical part that is assigned consideration) and the level of performing the floor inter
in the training unit. The difference appears in the exercises in gymnastics in favor of the second
objectives of the physical aspect of the two groups in the experimental group.
following:

C The group of unified direction: the focus in the
physical aspect is on one physical quality pertaining By noting the results of Table 2, it is clear there are
to the floor inter exercises in gymnastics. statistical significant differences at the 0.05 level between

C The group of multi direction: the focus is on the the two post -measurements for the two experimental
special physical qualities of the floor inter exercises groups: the first experimental (the unified direction
in gymnastics. The time assigned to all the physical training) and the second experimental (the multi direction
part is divided on these qualities taking into account training) in the special physical abilities under
the dynamics of the load within the unit. consideration and in the level of performing the floor inter

The Pre -Measurements: The researcher has conducted experimental group.
the pre measurements in the period from 20/10/2011 until The researcher attributes this difference in the
23/10/2011 for the two groups of the research in the improvement of the second experimental group (the multi
physical variables and the level of performing the floor direction training) in the physical abilities (under
inter exercises in gymnastics. consideration) and the level of performing the floor inter

Applying the Suggested Training Program: The content of the multi group, of the systematized training program.
of  the  suggested  training  program has been applied in This program is set on scientific bases and is appropriate
the  Hall  of  the  Faculty  of   Physical   Education  for to the abilities of the female students. It combines
Girls- Zagazig University on the two groups of the together the various physical abilities of the floor
research after the end of the academic day at the faculty, exercises apparatus in gymnastics. This is on the contrary
in the period from 25/10/2011 to 19/12/2011 for a period of to the other side, the first experimental group, which was
eight weeks at the rate of three training units per week. trained by the unified direction training.

The Post- Measurement: The post- measurements were is a close association between the various physical
conducted for the two groups of the research in the characteristics as the steady improvement does not
physical variables and the level of performing the floor happen from one aspect of the aspects (such as speed)
inter exercises in gymnastics, in the same order and the for instance except in case of developing the other
terms of the pre measurements, in the period from various  physical  characteristics  in  a certain extent. This
20/12/2011 until 22/12/2011. is what becomes available and achieved by the multi

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION skilful.This result also agrees with the results of previous

It is clear from Table 2 that there are statistically training in improving the physical and skillful variables of
significant differences at 0.05 level between the two post- the athletes compared with the method of the unified
measurements for the two experimental groups: the first direction training.
experimental (the unified direction training) and the In this respect, Abdel Fattah and Hassanain [12]
second experimental (the multi dimension training) in the indicate that the athlete does not achieve a high level of
special physical abilities under consideration and the level power except in case of improving the level of performing
of performing the floor inter exercises in gymnastics in the other kinetic abilities and the multiplicity, variety and
favor of the second experimental group. comprehensiveness of the trainings to the various

It is clear from Table 3 that there are ratios of physical elements and all these are achieved in the multi
improvement   in    the    post-measurement     than   the direction. Abdel Hameed and Hassanain [13] also add that
pre- measurement for the two experimental groups: the the comprehensive training of the various aspects by
first experimental group (the unified direction training) and using effective and comprehensive loads leads to a
the second experimental group (the multi dimension manifested improvement in the various aspects of
training) in the special physical abilities (under physical and kinetic fitness.

DISCUSSION

exercises in gymnastics in favor of the second

exercises in gymnastics to the implementation, on the part

This agrees with what Ellawy [1] indicated that there

direction training in the two aspects: the physical and the

studies [2-11] on the effectiveness of the multi direction
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Table 2: The Significance of the Differences between the Two Post -Measurements for the Two Experimental Groups the First and the Second in the Physical
Abilities and the Level of performance of the Floor Inter Exercises in Gymnastics

First experimental group N=10 Second experimental group N=10
---------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------

Variables Unit Mean Variance Mean Variance T-stat

Arms power Meter 4.75 0.30 5.00 0.24 2.43*
Vertical legs power Cm 36.00 3.02 39.50 3.19 2.99*
Horizontal legs power Meter 1.67 0.05 1.75 0.05 2.63*
Stationary balance Second 86.14 4.44 92.63 4.59 3.81*
Dynamic balance Second 53.51 3.97 48.97 4.32 2.89*
Agility Second 9.01 0.46 8.37 0.42 3.76*
Trunk &`thigh flexibility Cm 9.00 2.12 10.85 2.16 2.28*
Artistic level Degree 7.27 0.75 8.07 0.81 2.71*

* Significantly different at p<.05 = 2.101

Table 3: The Improvement Ratios of the Post- Measurement than the Pre- Measurement for the Two Experimental Groups the First and the Second in the
Physical Abilities and the Level of performance of the Floor Inter Exercises in Gymnastics

First experimental group N=10 Second experimental group N=10
--------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------

Variables Pre Post Rate of Improvement Pre Post Rate of Improvement

Arms power 4.10 4.75 15.85% 4.20 5.00 19.05%
Vertical legs power 32.50 36.00 10.77% 33.00 39.50 19.71%
Horizontal legs power 1.60 1.67 4.38% 1.65 1.75 6.06%
Stationary balance 72.95 86.14 18.10% 73.81 92.63 25.49%
Dynamic balance 58.62 53.51 9.55% 57.39 48.97 17.19%
Agility 9.63 9.01 6.88% 9.51 8.37 13.62%
Trunk &`thigh flexibility 7.00 9.00 28.57% 7.30 10.85 48.63%
Artistic level 6.20 7.27 17.26% 6.47 8.07 24.73%

The results of Table 3 pointed to the existence of arms and the two legs - the stationary balance -
improvement ratios in the post measurement than the pre dynamic balance - fitness - flexibility of trunk and hip)
measurement for two experimental groups: the first and the level of performing the floor inter exercises in
experimental group (the unified direction training) and the gymnastics.
second  experimental  group  (the multi direction training) C The multi direction training technique (second
in the special physical powers (under consideration) and experimental group) makes a positive effect on the
the level of performing the floor inter exercises in special physical abilities (the muscular ability of the
gymnastics in favor of second experimental group. In this two arms and the two legs - the stationary balance -
regard, Abdel Basir [14] points out to the association of dynamic balance - fitness - flexibility of trunk and hip)
the level of performing the floor inter exercises with the and the level of performing the floor inter exercises in
physical qualities, as he indicated that the good gymnastics. 
performance of the kinetic skill will not be successful C There are statistical significant differences between
when executed if it does not depend to great extent on its the two post- measurements for the two experimental
special  physical  characteristics.  Yusuf  [15]  adds  that groups: the first experimental (the unified direction
the enhancement and improvement of the level of training) and the second experimental (the multi
performance can be reached through the improvement of direction training) in the special physical abilities
the physical and kinetic characteristics, which should be (under consideration) and the level of performing the
available in the gymnastics athletes, plus it saves effort floor inter exercises in gymnastic in favor of the
and time and contributes to improving the level of second experimental group.
performance in an economic way. C The members of the second experimental group (the

CONCLUSION first experimental group (the unified direction

C The unified direction training technique (first measurement than the pre measurement in the special
experimental group) makes a positive effect on the physical abilities (under consideration) and the level
special physical abilities (muscular ability of the two of performing the floor inter exercises in gymnastics.

multi direction training) exceeded the members of the

training) in the ratios of improvement of the post-
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Recommendations: 6. Factors, M., 2002. The impact of standardized training

C The necessity of using the technique of multi basketball players. Journal of Strength and
direction training when developing the special Conditioning Research, 18: 594-598.
physical abilities and the level of performing the floor 7. Hamed, A.G., 2003. The Impact of the unified and the
inter exercises in gymnastics. multi direction training on the performance of the

C Attention should be there for the variety and offensive strike in volleyball. Master Thesis, Faculty
comprehensiveness inside the daily training unit of Physical Education, Minya University, Egypt.
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female beginners in gymnastics in order to avoid training method and the multi-physical abilities and
boredom and apathy. skills of football players. Journal of strength and

C Conducting sessions for sharpening trainers that conditioning Research, 14: 228-238.
address the method of setting training programs by 9. Graceli, A., 2007. The impact of pregnancy
using the two methods of training: the unified standardized training and multiple variables on some
direction and the multi direction for gymnastics teams physical and digital delivery of swimmers short
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